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A. Press Release 

Secretmars.com have published a new book that presents official NASA images of what could be 
artificial objects lying on the surface of the planet Mars. The author M J Craig argues that these pic-
tures offer possible proof that an intelligent alien civilization once lived on our planetary neighbour 
and may still do. 

In "Secret Mars", Craig presents a selection of Mars Rover images from which enthusiasts and ama-
teurs studying these pictures on NASA’s website, have identified possible artefacts lying in the Mar-
tian sand, such as a hollow metal box, a gear cog mechanism, a tool wrench and a broken plate. 

The author asks whether these ordinary people at home on their computers have made far more sig-
nificant discoveries about the mysterious Red Planet than NASA scientists have, who with their 2.5 
billion dollar budget for the current 'Curiosity' mission, are limited to looking for signs of microbes 
and primitive life on Mars. 

“Secret Mars” asks the questions: “If these objects are really artificial, then how did they get there 
and where did they come from? Who made them? Is NASA wasting billions searching for micro-
scopic organisms when they should be looking for signs of advanced, intelligent life instead? Will 
they offer explanations for these simple objects found in the Martian soil by members of the public?” 

M J Craig the author states: “Simple objects they are, but the implications for their existence are 
monumental.” 

 

 

 

.  

 



 B. Images of possible artificial objects on the planet Mars (small scale 5 cm—1 metre) 

Pic.1: “Piece of Martian machinery?” (pg. 143 “Secret Mars”) 
- Picture taken by NASA’s Spirit Rover, Gusev Crater - 
Original NASA image source: 
http://marsrovers.nasa.gov/gallery/all/2/p/288/2P151930534EFF8987P2418R1M1.HTML  
Image courtesy: NASA/JPL/Cornell  

Pic.2: “Hollow metallic casing?” (pg. 144 “Secret Mars”) 
- Picture taken by NASA’s Spirit Rover, Gusev Crater - 
Original NASA image source: 
http://marsrovers.jpl.nasa.gov/gallery/all/2/p/1419/2P252334617EFFAX00P2260L2M1.JPG  
Image courtesy: NASA/JPL/Cornell  

Pic.3: “Broken plate?” (pg. 147 “Secret Mars”) 
- Picture taken by NASA’s Spirit Rover, Winter Haven - 
Original NASA image source: 
http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/?IDNumber=pia01907 
Image courtesy: NASA/JPL/Cornell  

Pic.4: “Tool wrench?” (pg. 133 of “Secret Mars”) 
- Picture taken by NASA’s Spirit Rover, Gusev Crater - 
Original NASA image source: 
http://marsrovers.jpl.nasa.gov/gallery/all/2/p/527/2P173156766EFFACA0P2440R1M1.HTML  
Image courtesy: NASA/JPL/Cornell  

Pic.5: “Black box?” (pg. 145 “Secret Mars”) 
- Picture taken by NASA’s Spirit Rover, Gusev Crater - 
Original NASA image source: 
http://marsrovers.jpl.nasa.gov/gallery/all/2/p/676/2P186379087EFFAJQVP2265R2M1.HTML 
Image courtesy: NASA/JPL-Caltech  

Pic.6: “Metal pipe or life-form?” (pg. 140 “Secret Mars”) 
- Picture taken by NASA’s Spirit Rover, Gusev Crater - 
Original NASA image source: 
http://marsrover.nasa.gov/gallery/all/2/p/229/2P146694587EFF8600P2402L7M1.HTML  
Image courtesy: NASA/JPL/Cornell  

Pic.7:“Manufactured object?” (pg. 146 “Secret Mars”) 
- Picture taken by NASA’s Spirit Rover, Gusev Crater - 
Original NASA image source: 
http://marsrovers.jpl.nasa.gov/gallery/all/2/p/1402/2P250825588EFFAW9DP2432R1M1.HTML 
Image courtesy: NASA/JPL-Caltech  
 

http://marsrovers.nasa.gov/gallery/all/2/p/288/2P151930534EFF8987P2418R1M1.HTML
http://marsrovers.jpl.nasa.gov/gallery/all/2/p/1419/2P252334617EFFAX00P2260L2M1.JPG
http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/?IDNumber=pia01907
http://marsrovers.jpl.nasa.gov/gallery/all/2/p/527/2P173156766EFFACA0P2440R1M1.HTML
http://marsrovers.jpl.nasa.gov/gallery/all/2/p/676/2P186379087EFFAJQVP2265R2M1.HTML
http://marsrover.nasa.gov/gallery/all/2/p/229/2P146694587EFF8600P2402L7M1.HTML
http://marsrovers.jpl.nasa.gov/gallery/all/2/p/1402/2P250825588EFFAW9DP2432R1M1.HTML


C. Images of possible artificial objects on the planet Mars (1 —3 km) 

 

 

 

 

 

D. Charts: evidence of intelligent civilization on Mars? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pic.11: “Summary of evidence: signs of intelligent        Pic.12: “Earth-Mars comparison of  
civilization discovered on the planet Mars”          artificial objects” 
  

Pic.10: “Five-sided Martian pyramid?” (pg. 212 “Secret Mars”) 
- Picture taken by Mars Global Surveyor/THEMIS, Cydonia region - 
Original NASA image source: 
http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA04745 
Image courtesy: NASA/JPL/MSSS 

Pic.8: “Hidden Martian ruins?”(pg. 180 “Secret Mars”) 
- Picture taken by Mars Global Surveyor, Arabia Terra region - 
Original NASA image source: 
http://ida.wr.usgs.gov/html/e10004/e1000462.html  
Image courtesy: NASA/JPL/MSSS  

Pic.9: “Martian geometrical structure?”(pg. 207 “Secret Mars”) 
- Picture taken by Mars Express, Cydonia region - 
Original ESA image source: 
http://spaceinimages.esa.int/Images/2006/09/Cydonia_region_colour_image 
Image courtesy: ESA/DLR/FU Berlin (G. Neukum) 

http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA04745
http://ida.wr.usgs.gov/html/e10004/e1000462.html
http://spaceinimages.esa.int/Images/2006/09/Cydonia_region_colour_image


 E. Author FAQ 

Q: Why did you write this book? 

M J C: I believe the pictures of artificial looking objects discovered on NASA images from Mars, is 
strong evidence that an intelligent species once existed on that planet. I believe NASA and the U.S. 
government must be aware of this evidence, which can only mean that they have decided to keep it a 
secret for now. 

I believe this knowledge belongs in the hands of the whole human race so that we can collectively con-
sider the profound implications. The purpose of this book therefore, is to persuade the people respon-
sible for maintaining this secrecy, to come clean and share this discovery with the world. 

 

Q: Why do you think they would want to keep such a fantastic discovery a secret? Is this not 
why NASA have a space exploration programme in the first place, to make world-changing dis-
coveries such as this? 

M J C: You would think so. But I believe the question and existence of intelligent extraterrestrial life, 
has become a deeply complex matter that is troubling the authorities. For example, the official denial 
of the mass of evidence and testimony, that virtually proves alien civilizations have been visiting and 
monitoring the Earth for decades, shows that it is a highly sensitive and classified subject.  

As to why, well I believe the rabbit hole goes very deep and involves issues concerning the control and 
dominion over world society, energy, economics and religion. It could be that some world players and 
institutions fear they have a lot to lose if evidence of aliens turns up and perhaps for example, they 
start showing the world how we can live on free energy without the need for expensive fossil fuels any-
more. I mean that would freak the oil companies and their investors out for a start. 

 

Q: So you think NASA have their hands tied, that they are not allowed to talk about this stuff?   

M J C: Yes, that's exactly right. I see no other rational explanation for their complete silence on this 
matter. The Apollo astronauts were all bound by secrecy for 40 years and were not allowed to discuss 
the UFOs that followed them to the Moon, as Apollo astronaut Buzz Aldrin revealed. And now on 
Mars, those perpetuating the secrecy, are perfectly happy for NASA to be spending billions of dollars 
just to study rocks and evidence of possible microbes, as it's a useful smokescreen for them. 

I believe they are hiding behind a legitimized planetary science programme - science that only talks 
about climate, geology, atmosphere and microorganisms. They won't entertain the science of archae-
ology for example, which given the evidence in these pictures that appear to show objects of artificial 
origin, would suggest that archaeology should in fact be the number one science priority. But they 
don’t want us to be discussing Martian civilizations just yet. 

 

Q: Who do you believe is responsible for keeping all of this a secret?  

M J C: Who knows. These matters are obviously discussed far away from the public eye amongst those 
who believe they have a stake in where the world is going. Amongst that crowd one would presume 
there will be the self-styled elite; the mega rich families and owners of corporate dinosaurs, those of 
that ilk. I really don’t care who they are. All I want is for them to wake up, let go of their morbid con-
trol and show some humanity. 



Q: What about the scientists who must surely have seen all these pictures and wondered about them?  

M J C: That's absolutely right. We have to ask ‘why didn't they turn the Mars Rovers around to go and look 
more closely at some of these objects?’ The fact is they didn't, or they were told not to. Maybe some of them 
just don't want to know either. 

 

Q: Why don't you give interviews for radio or TV to publicise this subject more? 

M J C: I have thought about it and I don't believe it will be helpful to bring in a personality to present this 
subject to the public and actually I don't think it's necessary. I believe that those people who need to know 
about this information will find it. The only important thing here is the evidence - the pictures - that is all that 
matters. Either this is evidence of intelligent life having existed on Mars, or it isn't. Either way, it needs to be 
examined properly and the results clearly explained. 

All people have to do is to look at the pictures and decide for themselves if they want to take it further. To my 
mind it’s obvious and I've offered my conclusions in the book. But of course I may be wrong. I don't feel the 
need to preach a case to the public or blaze a path to NASA's door about this. I believe that commonsense and 
reason should prevail in this matter and nothing else. I'm curious to see if it will. It's a kind of experiment in a 
way. 

 

Q: Do you have any future projects planned? 

M J C: Well, I'm not quite finished with Secret Mars yet, as I would like to see a film documentary version 
produced. There's another aspect to Mars that I’m researching too at the moment. 

For the future, I have a full programme of projects lined up that will offer my perspective as to why I believe 
there is a serious failing with science and its ability to investigate the really big subjects that concern human-
ity. 'Secret Mars' highlights one of those subjects. There are quite a few more. 

 
F. Author Bio 

 
M J Craig is a writer, researcher and composer living in Wiltshire, England. 
He’s involved in projects that seek to establish a more enlightened civiliza-
tion in the world. His first book "Secret Mars: The Alien Connection" was 
published in 2013. 
 
Author contact information 
 
M. J. Craig, author of the book “Secret Mars: The Alien Connection” 
 
All enquiries: 
Email address: contact@secretmars.com 

   

mailto:contact@secretmars.com


 

 
G. Further information on the subject 
 
i. Website of the book  “Secret Mars: The Alien Connection” 
 

http://www.secretmars.com 
 
ii. Videos talking about extraterrestrials and UFOs 
 

Dr. Edgar Mitchell, former NASA astronaut: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXRk1kr7dkQ 

John Podesta, former White House Chief of Staff: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smwQau3HtKM 

Dr. Steven Greer, Founder of the Disclosure Project. Over twenty military, intelligence, government, cor-
porate and scientific witnesses come forward at the National Press Club in Washington, DC to establish 
the reality of UFOs or extraterrestrial vehicles, extraterrestrial life forms, and resulting advanced energy 
and propulsion technologies. www.disclosureproject.org: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkswXVmG4xM 

The Citizen Hearing on Disclosure. Researchers, activists, and military/agency/political witnesses give 
testimony in Washington, DC to six former members of the United States Congress about events and evi-
dence indicating an extraterrestrial presence engaging the human race: 
http://www.citizenshearing.org/videos.html 
 
iii. Where to buy copies of the book 
 

Paperback edition from Amazon.com 
http://www.amazon.com/Secret-Mars-The-Alien-Connection/dp/0992605318 
Kindle edition from Amazon.com 
http//www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00FNX75O8 
 
iv. Book details 
 

Title:    “Secret Mars: The Alien Connection” by M. J. Craig 
Subtitle:    “Why Evidence of a Civilization on Mars Has Been Kept Hidden from Humanity” 
No. of pages/Photos: 295 pages, 100 black/white photos, 35 in colour (colour in Kindle edition only) 
Published:    3rd October, 2013 by Secretmars.com 
Paperback edition:  ISBN 978-0-9926053-1-5 distributed by Createspace, Amazon.com 
Kindle edition:   ISBN 978-0-9926053-2-2 distributed by Amazon Kindle 
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